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From the Pivot to New Way of Doing Business
• Many of you had to ‘pivot’ and close-out FTF courses – this was not
an easy experience: highly disruptive to students and instructors
alike, closing out courses not designed for online delivery, all while
adjusting to working from home and other personal demands.
• Many colleagues did not have to pivot, because they were already
teaching online – indeed, many CAPPA institutions already deliver
programs partially or fully online.
• Online courses can be an equally effective way to deliver education
and professional development, and sometimes better – claims that
‘online’ courses are necessarily ‘inferior’ can grate. Moreover, it is
our and the public sector’s future for the foreseeable future.
• My prediction: you will discover that all of us will learn a great deal
from meeting the online challenge and it will change FTF teaching.

Why Are Such Comments Tired & Uniformed?
• For decades much PSE teaching has been done at a distance.
• Over the last decade correspondence teaching has benefited
greatly from the internet, the web, and now digital platforms.
• The digital era has meant that all sorts of ‘learning objects’
and interactive tools are available for online and FTF courses.
• It is increasingly rare to find FTF courses delivered without a
digital platform or supporting course-management software.
• PSEs once reluctant to invest in state-of-art digital platforms
for online programs but FTF instructors/students demanded it.
• Many PSEs and programs have been delivering OL for years.
• The quality of face-to-face teaching can be greatly over-rated.

My Contention … to Start a Conversation
• Teaching online forces instructors to examine pedagogical
goals and to re-examine how they approach teaching.
• It requires reflecting on how & where students (whether
early on or mid-career) learn even when taking FTF courses.
• Better-suited to meet diverse learning & teaching styles.
• Instructors can increase one-on-one contact with students.
• Students can learn to write much better in online courses.
• There are many ways to teach online, but it requires nontrivial front-end investments, looking sideways, and choices.

What is Online Teaching? Many Things!
• Old model: correspondence or
web-enabled courses, relying on
student self-directed learning.
• Instructor-led courses: but the
big divide is whether online is
synchronous or asynchronous,
and there can be blends.
• I have taught synchronous
courses with students “in the
room” & “outside the room”
and purely asynchronous.
• They are equally satisfying.

• A menu of learning objects:
readings, video clips and web
resources, discussion forums
(of any size), wikis and
collaboration tools, polling,
testing, posting observations
before dialogues or classes,
instructor lectures (long or
short), student videos, etc.
• All can be used for online or FTF
contexts, but choices need to
be made, depending on student
needs and pedagogical goals.
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Experience 1: FTF Professional Integrity Course
• A week-long FTF intensive MPA Campus course
• Case-based course exploring diverse ethical challenges
with personal reflective essay due two weeks later
• Combination of pre-assigned readings, brief plenary
lectures, table dialogues, plenary discussions, guest
speakers, team exercises, and team presentations.
• Great experience but final papers revealed students
were learning beyond expectations and in surprising,
fundamental ways, and not revealed to the instructor
nor to classmates. How to better surface such insight?

Experience 2: MPA Online Policy Course
• Fully asynchronous course for mid-career professionals.
• Fast-paced, demanding & levers experience of students:


Begins with “reading guidance”



Followed by ‘hidden’ postings based on readings before small discussion
forums are opened up by the instructor



Discussion forums animated by questions levering pre-posts



Discussion closed off by a wrap-up reflecting across the forums



Plus weekly “one-on-one” forums with the instructor developing notes

• Efficient, dynamic, “high-touch” & never lose students.
• The big surprise: far better improvement in writing skills!

Experience 3: My Pivot – Coop Debriefing
• Returning class of MPA students from first placements: ordinarily a
one-day event with regular and adjunct faculty members and staff.
• The goal is for students to share their experiences, learn from the
experience of colleagues, and draw connections to concepts and
issues taken up in previous courses and in the semester to come.
• We redesigned the debriefing as an online event: with an easily
accessible web site (bios, position summaries, posters, etc.) and a
series of plenary and break-out sessions.
• The surprises: colleagues found it superior to previous events and
the break-out sessions were more effective. Why? Student online
offerings and the exchanges were more professional and intimate.
• Implication: we are entering into an era where online presentation
& project management skills will become highly values skills in the
context of distributed workplaces – employers are already there.

Parting Observations
• There are excellent FTF & OL learning experiences, and
less than satisfactory ones in both delivery realms.
• What matters is how well most students learn and where
they do their real learning, embedding insights & skills.
• Online teaching can be done well, meet diverse needs,
and pedagogical learning can transfer to FTF instruction.
• The COVID-19 “pivot” will lead to re-appraisal of how
students learn on a significant scale, and improve future
FTF & OL teaching, and that will certainly include me!
• I looking forward to your comments and learning from
your diverse online experiences throughout the day.
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